Abstract: We report the first on-chip integrated mid-infrared frequency comb using a silicon optical parametric oscillator ring resonator. We demonstrate a 750-nm-wide comb centered at 2.6 um. OCIS codes: (190.4390) Nonlinear optics, integrated optics; (190.4970) Parametric oscillators and amplifiers Frequency comb generation in the mid-infrared (MIR) region (2-20 um) is of growing interest for spectroscopy due to the presence of strong molecular transitions in that spectral range [1] . MIR frequency combs have been demonstrated in a number of platforms, including in mode locked lasers, free space optical parametric oscillators, and micro-toroid resonators [2] [3] [4] . However for numerous applications, an ideal spectroscopy platform would be compact and robust that could be used in myriad environments.
Frequency comb generation in the mid-infrared (MIR) region (2-20 um) is of growing interest for spectroscopy due to the presence of strong molecular transitions in that spectral range [1] . MIR frequency combs have been demonstrated in a number of platforms, including in mode locked lasers, free space optical parametric oscillators, and micro-toroid resonators [2] [3] [4] . However for numerous applications, an ideal spectroscopy platform would be compact and robust that could be used in myriad environments. In order to demonstrate on-chip MIR combs one needs to overcome the traditional tradeoff between losses and nonlinearities in thin-film semiconductor materials. On-chip MIR combs are more challenging to obtain compared to the recently obtained NIR counterparts since the parametric oscillation threshold is higher in the MIR, due to their larger optical volume of the structure in this wavelength regime. The challenge of demonstrating such processes in the MIR on-chip lies in the fact that many thin-film materials (e.g., silicon) suffer from relatively large linear and nonlinear losses.
Here we demonstrate a platform based on silicon etchless waveguides embedded in PIN junctions that realizes both high nonlinearities and low linear and nonlinear losses enabling parametric oscillation in the MIR spectral range. We use silicon as a nonlinear medium --which was demonstrated to have a n 2 of 10 -14 cm 2 /W at 2.5 µm [5] that is two orders of magnitude higher than SiO 2 and is transparent from 1200 nm to past 6 um [6] . In order to overcome the linear losses of etched silicon waveguides, we use our recently developed process for achieving ultralow loss waveguiding structures based on an "etchless" process [7] , which uses thermal oxidation instead of etching to fabricate the silicon waveguide. Since etching introduces roughness and absorption sites into waveguide sidewalls, our etchless process results in low optical losses in a high confinement waveguide required for high nonlinearity and dispersion engineering. In order to overcome the nonlinear losses of silicon (mainly three photon absorption followed by free carrier generation [8] ) we embed the waveguides in the ring in a PIN structure to reduce free carrier lifetimes [9] . We calculate that at the power levels for comb generation (typically 2-3 W in our cavity), our free carrier losses would be above 1 dB/cm without the PIN and less than 0.1 dB/cm with the reverse PIN. We demonstrate an ultra-high Q ring resonator in the MIR based on high confinement waveguides with propagation losses of less than 0.8 dB/cm. The waveguide dimensions (500 nm by 1400 nm) are designed to achieve anomalous and low dispersion from 2200 nm to 3000 nm, which is critical in order to demonstrate four wave mixing gain over this spectral range. Figure 1(A) shows an optical microscope image of the fabricated structure. Figure 1(B) shows an SEM cross-section of the waveguide with the PIN structure, the inset in that figure shows the highly confined simulated optical mode in the structure at 2.6 um, and Fig. 1(C) shows the measured experimental transmission spectrum with an intrinsic Q = 510,000 measured using low input power (<100 uW), which to our knowledge is the highest demonstrated quality factor in the MIR for a silicon microresonator.
The fabrication is based on local thermal oxidation for the formation of the waveguides followed by etched vias, implantation and metallization for the formation of the electrical diodes. We start with a commercial silicon-oninsulator wafer with a top layer of 500 nm of silicon and a buried oxide of 3 um. We then use low-pressure chemical vapor deposition to deposit 200 nm of silicon nitride on the wafer. The silicon nitride mask is then patterned using electron beam lithography and resist, and etched using reactive ion etching, followed by thermal oxidation to form the etchless silicon waveguide. The waveguide is then clad with plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition silicon dioxide, and the vias are etched into the oxide. The silicon slab is doped with phosphorous and boron to form a PIN diode. Aluminum is lastly sputtered to form metal contacts. An SEM cross-section of the structure is shown in Fig.  1(B) .
We generate a broadband frequency comb spanning from 2350 to 3100 nm using this etchless platform. We apply 10 volts to our PIN junction in reverse bias to extract carriers generated from three-photon absorption. In order to generate the comb, we tune our input pump wavelength until it is on resonance with the silicon ring. By gradually increasing the input power into the waveguide, we measure an oscillation threshold of 3.1 +/-0.6 mW for the silicon resonator. At full comb generation, we extract 1 mA of current from the PIN junction, demonstrating the critical need for the reverse PIN structure in this platform. Without carrier extraction (i.e., under no applied voltage), we generate only 8 comb lines. We measure the comb (Fig. 2) using a FTIR which has a limited dynamic range, and therefore requires the use of short and long pass filters in order to filter the pump and measure the full comb. In conclusion, we have demonstrated the first on-chip MIR frequency comb, using parametric comb generation in silicon. The wide band generation enables spectroscopy throughout the near MIR region. The realization of this compact and robust integrated platform opens the door to enabling MIR sensing in a variety of environments.
